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2Pi In the sequel to the trend of making automatic chat modes for lazy people, I released a standalone autogg now. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very
complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable it.
UPDATE: The problem of sending GG twice has been fixed, along with new other features such as /autogg delay. you can read more on the download link. Download: Last edited: Sep 14, 2017 SmaugBaggins I would love to see it for 1.11 vSnap zetaaa let's be serious here, WHO PLAYS IN 1.11?! Sk1er
M0N3YBALL3R In the follow-up trend of flashing automatic chat modes for lazy people, I released a standalone autogg now. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off.
Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable
it. Download: (1.8.9) GG TheGlitchGamer The following trend of flashing automatic chat modes for lazy people, I released a standalone avtogg now. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands:
/autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an external source
so that I can remotely disable it. Download: (1.8.9) For me this is not gg-ing boomboompower The following trend of ossing automatic chat mods for lazy people, I have now released a standalone avtogg. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm
karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: 50% I'm sure this is allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er it was and has it in public I guess he's fine. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an
external source so that I can remotely disable it. Download: (1.8.9) Used to have a private one of these, it had a second argument that could set the tick delay for when the message is sent Nice mod though TheGlitchGamer What gamemode? Can you send a screenshot? This is randomly delayed if you have not verified
the source. Cops and Crims Unfortunately when I try to upload a screenshot of the server says that too big file YurBoiRene MineThatCube Auto gg to kill the meaning gg. OsmiumEnder Thanks a lot! This should be a package with an automatic tip Page 2 Orewood Is it not easier to click T or whatever your chat is bound



for, and type GG and click Enter? OsmiumEnder In the following trend of the oublation of automatic chat mods for lazy people, I have now released a standalone avtogg. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice
person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from
an external source so that I can remotely disable it. Download: (1.8.9) It does not work in Cops &amp; Crims!!! Please fix it!!! i_wake_up_sad BR4DLEY TheTechnomaniac ar_sh what I feel is that this is literally a code copy of sk1er's mod. no effort. outrage tbh 2Pi sincerely what I feel is that this is a literal code copy of
sk1er's mod. no effort. Did you even look at the code? If you have no idea what you're talking about, you're going to look like an idiot. Dragons, I believe it doesn't work for cops and crime. zfa Last edited: May 22, 2017 AhMing_ My g key is apperantly broken, this mod helps lol Citadel I am using this public mod in my
Hypixel Superuser Client, if you have a issues with me using this mod please PM me, thanks! KSCERATO In the follow-up trend of exoting automatic chat mods for lazy people, I have released a standalone avtogg now. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of
games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want
me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable it. Download: (1.8.9) Ok, I don't want to ask everything, but I'm starting with coding and I was wondering if you could provide code lines trigger (end of the match) and action(saying gg) I understand if you don't want to
share it, but please tell me if it's so Ty Page 3 2Pi Ok, I don't want you to be interested, or posh from coding i interested in me that you could tell the code lines of the gaudling (coding) i radnju(theorem gg) understand that li you do not want to share it, or tell me yes that this is a case of Ty Decompile mod, ie not obfusted
Hokeyy eshawty U continuing the trend of easing automatic chat mods for lazy people Now I will release a standalone autogg. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and
off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely
disable it. Download: (1.8.9) is allowed or the watchdog will get seizure and ban you immediately off the bat Unwealthy The continuation of the trend of making automatic chat modes for lazy people, I omit the standalone avtogg now. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at
the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any
admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable it. Download: (1.8.9) I downloaded it and my Virus Checker (idk what is called) scanned the virus on it both. Yes, no. noob09 In the sequel to the trend of culling automatic chat modes for lazy people, I
released a standalone avtogg now. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but
apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable it. Download: (1.8.9) What Karmas for one way? 0nmi In the sequel to the trend of
flashing automatic chat modes for lazy people, I released a standalone autogg now. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad
revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable it. Download: (1.8.9) Excellent work
2pi! 1276 autotype, autogg... Now all we need is bote, I mean... ItsPugle I was using fashion until about two days ago when my Hypixel Chat just started not showing at all (mod messages displayed, but not server messages). You know what @2Pi? PenguPoop all my anti-virus' are going on about the transmission of the
virus... But I'm guessing it's just a false positive? NotSingle Page 4 Sk1er How do you intend to protect the karma we earn with this fashion from Prplz cheat karma stealer BrettPlayMC odynous The sequel to the trend of making automatic chat modes for lazy people, I released a standalone autogg now. Pretty much just
explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er
he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable it. Download: (1.8.9) Change it to auto L mod please xD And continuing the trend of releasing automatic chat mods for lazy people, I'm
releasing a standalone autogg now. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but
apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable it. Download: (1.8.9) When I click download it download, but after I hit open
nothing happens. How am I supposed to get him into work or what am I supposed to do? MangoSyrup The following trend of exoting automatic chat mods for lazy I released a standalon Nwo. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and
pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download
the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable it. Download: (1.8.9) Should you do a 1.7.10 version of this AbandonedJam Not gging? I'm using it in Slime mode on Skywars RiceNooodle 0cp Aezin If your in party chat or guild chat will it say it inthose chats or will it automatically go into global
chat? Owan08 Yagot If your in-party chat or guild chat will tell this in these chats or will you automatically go into a global chat? I wanted to ask this – this would be the ultimate mod if you switched to any chat and then back to any chat you were previously when he said GG. I'm not sure he's already doing that. robcantor
penalty I wanted to ask this – this would be the ultimate mod if it switched to any chat and then back to any chat you were in before when they say GG. I'm not sure he's already doing that. Switch to all chat jumbochook The following trend of emerging auto chat modes for lazy people, I released a standalone autogg now.
Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was
allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable it. Download: (1.8.9) Can you tell me why it has a virus? Page 5 Penalty First, it's not a virus, nor does the virus contain it.
If something is being regased by your AV, it's probably this class ( as you'd bekuli (Too lazy to disauth it) to go online to get it.. Well, triggers. (There's no sign of MC modding, so I can't say exactly what it's doing.) Mod is 8KB, too small for any serious malware (Unless it is a downloader, but very unlikely.) This is the most
reliable virus scanner I've ever used, and it says it's clean. I've already looked through all the classes it just reads json object, there's literally a 0% chance to get the virus from this UsuiTakumi Procander 2pi trying to port your mod by watching your 'How To Port Minecraft' (1k sub special) but I have a problem what is
m::contains It actually good mod. Bountyhunter248 In the follow-up trend of exoting automatic chat modes for lazy people, I have now released a standalone autogg. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person.
Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an
external source so that I can remotely disable it. Transfer: (1.8.9) prohibited??? MergeOW It does not work in tnt games (tnt tag and bowspleef from my knowledge) Says that it is too fast in the speed of the ear and Bountyhunter248 You have not read the thread? It's already been the answer, like 5 times that its use at
your own risk is okay sorry for wasting an hour of your time... You didn't even have to respond. CamerOG This is what I needed in the life of Rocketry I'm not sure how it's never been mod until now, nice. Aezin I wanted to ask this – this would be the ultimate mod if it switched to any chat and then back to any chat you
were previously when they say GG. I'm not sure he's already doing that. It does not I tested where I was in the chat guild and I won the skywars game and it automatically went to the global chat ghostdude1234 do not download because I scanned it and said the virus detected ghostdude1234 Page 6 SadBoiRussia
Heya! Anything to do with making a 1.8.0 version? May I look at the source? cx Would help me a lot if I knew how you can do that legojoshua12 Nice feature would be a config file that you can set what else says such as gg and #Cake or something. JavaBrine 29streamsnipers suspected memes rite dere MomPvP
Continued trend of extracting automatic chat mods for lazy people, I released a standalone avtogg now. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I
know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable it. UPDATE: The
problem of sending GG twice has been fixed, along with new other features such as /autogg delay. you can read more on the download link. Download: It's extremely overdue to enter GG in the blitz survival game. Please correct when game ends, it takes as three three to say gg. Please update. KrzySZTOS
WorstBehaviour Rhinocort does not work in skywars lab does not work in skywars to self with me DarkneSStKirana Kaк fiksый this way pls im so silly Page 7 nerdoron paullypound I downloaded this mod and put it in my mods folder, I when ucitao my minecraft look at my mods on the first screen you see i here is not
autoGG mod, Also when i join hypicle did /autogg toggle and nothing happened. pllsss help Anqelos The following trend of ossing automatic chat modes for lazy people, I released a standalone avtogg now. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm
karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it,
I download the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable it. UPDATE: The problem of sending GG twice has been fixed, along with new other features such as /autogg delay. you can read more on the download link. Download: It does not work for me 2pi dqrx EH. AutoGG makes life easier.
Press four full buttons for 25 karm?!?! No... AutoGG 4 lyfe In the follow-up trend of flashing automatic chat modes for lazy people, I released a standalone autogg now. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice
person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from
an external source so that I can remotely disable it. UPDATE: The problem of sending GG twice has been fixed, along with new other features such as /autogg delay. you can read more on the download link. Download: Where can I get @Sk1er public mod? BlantnantLsoer In the follow-up trend of exoting automatic chat
modes for lazy people, I have now released a standalone autogg. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like
50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any of the trustees want me to pollute it, Download chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable it. UPDATE: The problem of sending GG twice has
been fixed, along with new other features such as /autogg delay. you can read more on the download link. Download: you can do this for 1.8? rongName How do I set the delay? I want to set it for 1 second after the end of the match so that no /autogg switch 1 ?? MomPvP tells me that I can't say things as a viewer when
gg was supposed to disconnect, so I feel like I need to actually type in, (crazy talk I know), helppppppp 3B2 Page 8 SizableShrimp I have no twitter, so I do not know where else to put this bug... Anyway, here goes... Bug! Every time you start a message with only autogg and no slash, it still counts as a command. This is
annoying because if I talk about autogg mod, and I start my message with autogg still counts as a command and tells me the application. :/ Pls Fix @2Pi zetaaa I prefer 1.11, it seems that I get better hits and blockhitting is fine, try this I'm the main Smash Heroes, Smash is rubbish in 1.9+. I was playing in 1.10.2, and
then I saw the light. Heh you get it?? to rhyme today rongName How do I set autogg mod type immediately after the end of the game... Because I've set it up for 1 second now, but that's too long in my opinion... DCBoy001 Thanks a lot, I will use this. Appreciated. EnzoStriker99 I say that the use of this is likely, lazy
people use it for faster games and loyal people say gg in their own way and not only with farming karma, which does nothing unless they collect it, so I don't want to get it or this is a bio good way to the idea, is it to be updated much better Canine8 ilaywHo yes would i see 1.8.9 forge support Oofchestra Funnehh This
mod does not like that like for me? I turned it on and delayed it to one. ENERA In the follow-up trend of exoting automatic chat modes for lazy people, I have now released a standalone autogg. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and
pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download
the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable it. UPDATE: The problem of sending GG twice has been fixed, along with new other features such as /autogg delay. you can read more on the download link. Download: @2Pi not work for me and some of us Hackustate SizableShrimp @Trixeri To
turn off the delay, do /autogg delay 0 (that's zero). This will set the delay to zero seconds, which is the same as without delay. I like that. I forget to type GG after the game and now he's going to do it for me. TheRealBreeze The sequel trend of making automatic chat modes for lazy people, I released a standalone autogg
now. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he
was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable it. UPDATE: The problem of sending GG twice has been fixed, along with new other features such as /autogg delay.
you can read more on the download link. Download: first I thought this would be stolen AutoGG and also completely fake. But look what happened =/ EDIT: It made my life perfect.... SomeScrubMC can make a version for 1.8.8? HELP NOT WORKING IN SKYWARS Page 9 DeepInJail I WAS MVP+ AND I JUST GOT
BANNED FOR AUTO GG MOD!!!!!!!!!!! NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO CONSTANT BAN NO IM TRYING TO UNBAN SAM Yesbutno its simple hypixel has a bunch of fashions that are inflated and if you use this mod at your own risk to get a ban on black listening to fashionfaction Codiing I love this mod, the
only thing on which it works (for me anyway) is Bedwars and Skywars. MineDoeza No one should have all this power MidnightOpera Auto L mod next pls (prints L instead of gg) WinterOlympics IT ISNT WORKING IN SKYWARS!!! Odieriosocho I love your Mod but I can not get that Forge work for my pc wont work or I do
something silly When I ever try and lunch Forge it sucks so I tried to run with 5zig But it's not forge mod and 5zig works only with 5zig,Please Help Me NoHackJusteGirl GG. I'm sorry the car was plugged in. holidayjoy Lazy mod 1.8.9! What's going on with minecraft xD. But super mod 2pi! Page 10 spuwukyPeng I can
not download this, but Im really not that lazy so that its only 2 friction letters HOW HARD CAN AQUAHEART In the continuation of the trend omits automatic chat modes for lazy people, I release a standalone avtogg now. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of
games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want
me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable it. The problem with sending GG twice was along with new other features such as /autogg delay. you can read more on the download link. Download: Does it work 1.12.2? FootFungus When I use it, does it not give me the
option to set the delay time? late, it does not work. I read this whole forum post, tried everything, changing the language, redownloading, EVERYTHING. It says it's enabled, I tried to change the delay. Someone please help me, ik is so small, but IVE SE CRAZY. ps: playing minecraft 1.8.0 mods installed :AutoGG(Duh)
AutoTip ToggleChat Optifine Keystrokes BetterPVPFairplay CPS mod Better fps Old animation mod. AquaHeart doesn't work. I read this whole forum post, tried everything, changing the language, redownloading, EVERYTHING. It says it's enabled, I tried to change the delay. Someone please help me, ik is so small, but
IVE SE CRAZY. ps: playing minecraft 1.8.0 mods installed :AutoGG(Duh) AutoTip ToggleChat Optifine Keystrokes BetterPVPFairplay CPS mod Better fps Old animation mod. It's a little risky to play with so many changes. Good luck not being banned by the guards. :I JustDaniel_YT the trend of flashing automatic chat
modes for lazy people, I have now released a standalone autogg. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like
50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable it. UPDATE: The problem of sending GG twice has
been fixed, along with new other features such as /autogg delay. you can read more on the download link. Download: you can add 1.10 support? D: I have always been lazy Shinybook51 In the follow-up trend of flashing automatic chat mods for lazy people, I have now released a standalone autogg. Pretty much just
explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er
he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable it. UPDATE: The problem of sending GG twice has been fixed, along with new other features such as /autogg delay. you can read more on
the download link. Transfer: smart concept. But why should You want to pretend to be nice? JustDaniel_YT I can not download this but I really did not make a lazy so its only 2 friction letters HOW HARD CAN BE VERY DIFFICULT, I know every match ya I know and sometimes I 2 late I have it either because I'm on
1.10.2 but you should try it for 1.8 it dosnt do auto gg for me :/ i've tried /autogg toggle it says he so i do /autogg delay 1 so it works but it never does :/ please fix barbz4corbyn thanks now you can afk but still get my 25 karma HDeqth5 IDK why can't I get a car gg mod to work sad , can u make a video on what to do 2pi?
Xerish In the sequel to the trend of ousting automatic chat modes for lazy people, I have now released a standalone autogg. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off.
Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable
it. UPDATE: The problem of sending GG twice has been fixed, along with new other features such as /autogg delay. you can read more on the download link. Download: I'm not lazy, I just enjoy working less work. HDeqth5 Lol I think no one else plays 1.11 minecraft because its trash tbh. I want to be the so-called
Beautiful and Free Karma Farm. I play on 1.8 which is nice, because there is not much delay Long pls Updated this to 1.12.2 thanks and excellent work q57 I wish there was one for 1.12.2 RedBanana 137 I want this to be for 1.11.2 Page 11 glupani U continuation trend to be automatic chat mods for lazy people, yes I'm
freestanding autogg. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke
told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable it. UPDATE: The problem of sending GG twice has been fixed, along with new other features such as
/autogg delay. you can read more on the download link. Download: I downloaded it then logged on hypixel and then played the game I won and auto GG mod did not work so I /autogg switched then said AutoGG mod : I disabled so /autogg switch again, so he said that it is enabled then I / autogg delay 1 then went to
another game and still did not work ... please help Kalaharii_ Jofroop How to be lazy 101 - lessons by 2pi Jofroop I downloaded then logged on to hypixel, but the game is a game yes won i auto gg mod does not work so yes is /autogg switch but it said autogg mod : disabled are i did /autogg switch but she said it omeo
but it was omenom a yes is /autogg odgadjaj 1 but it is skocio u second game i it i i not work... please help I downloaded then logged on hypixel, then played the game I won and car gg mod did not work so I did / autogg switch, then said AutoGG mod : disabled so I / autogg switch again so it said it is enabled then I /
autogg delay 1 then went to another game and still did not work ... please help to work only on some games such as skyscrapers and bedwars. It also operates in a construction battle. What kind of game did you play? Questings YoouThought It does not work for me after I win the match without automatically gg. Can
someone help me? Capbo_ not working for me, I played duele and skywars yes When I try to use auto-gg mod, it does not work. I've tried skyscrapers, bedwars, duels, Battle Royaleu and UHC. Erm help In the sequel to the trend of exoting automatic chat modes for lazy people, I released a standalone autogg now.
Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was
allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable it. UPDATE: The problem of sending GG twice has been fixed, along with new other features such as /autogg delay. you
can read more on the download link. Download: eeyy can u update it to 1.12.2 ?? thxxx A_E_I_O_U useless, but good idea i either way. That's just my opinion, so please don't kill me. One of the most important fashions in the Hypixel industry A_E_I_O_U, but it doesn't work at all. ??? xSpiderz this seems really cool and
I will definitely be using a really cool and simple mod. ArizonaSweatTea The continuation of the trend of making automated chat modes for lazy people, I'm making a standalone autogg now. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and
pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed to @Sk1er in his mod, so I'll just assume to assume Fine. Če katerikoli admini želijo, da ga onemogočim, prenesem
sprožilce klepeta iz zunanjega vira, tako da ga lahko na daljavo onemogočim. POSODOBITEV: Težava s pošiljanjem GG dvakrat je bila odpravljena, skupaj z novimi drugimi funkcijami, kot so /autogg zakasnitev. več o tem si lahko preberete na povezavi za prenos. Download: To mi ne gre! HELP I'm too leni za tip GG xD
Page 12 43w2 Kako sploh uporabljate mod? mislim. Mod sem vnel v mapo Mods. In ne deluje.. Sem to naredil narobe xd? NateSpamsPoggers XxSniperMLG420Xx Naure nichael Mod se zdi, da ne želijo delati... V zadnjih dveh dneh sem moral uporabiti skupno 3 minute za tip gg. Upam, da bo kmalu popravljeno! 1.12.1
zato posodobite prosim oh in prosim brez zapletenih stvari, da bi bilo težje zase in srečno &lt;3 thepqtatogalaxy= can= you= add= a= way= to= set= a= command= instead= of= it= just= saying= gg= because= i= don't= want= it= to= say= gg= i= want= it= to= run= a= command= intensesweat= deltauniverse= im= using=
the= mod= in= bedwars= and= im= in= 1.8= and= it= wont= say= gg....= my= friend= is= using= it= aswell= and= shes= in= 1.8= aswell= and= it= works= for= her.....= does= the= mod= work= for= windows?= im= asking= because= i= have= windows= and= she= has= apple......= mcgamerz= im= using= the= mod= in=
bedwars= and= im= in= 1.8= and= it= wont= say= gg....= my= friend= is= using= it= aswell= and= shes= in= 1.8= aswell= and= it= works= for= her.....= does= the= mod= work= for= windows?= im= asking= because= i= have= windows= and= she= has= apple......= utogg= toggle= um= hypixel= it= doesn't= work= after=
two= times= it= just= says= cannot= say= twice= and= it= is= very= annoying= can= you= plz= make= that= you= can= say= gg= twice= cuz= the= auto= gg= does= that= and= it's= very= annoying= -premdaslimegodyt= ch0pvisual= good= becase= im= lazy= to= type= gg= toastcito= can= anyone= help= me?= the=
mod= is= not= working= anymore= for= some= reason= ;-;= it= doesn't= say= gg= at= the= end= of= the= game,= i= have= tried= relogging,= re-installing.= any= possible= way= to= fix= this?= mooneye= it's= not= working= for= me?= it= says= it's= toggled= on= but= whenever= a= game= ends= it= doesn't= type= 'gg'?
= page= 13= benb0baggins= he= i= need= help= on= how= to= install/implement= it= into= labymod= @2pi= would= be= good= if= some1= could= make= a= thread= or= dm= me= on= how= to= mr_minecraft_ash= great= but= 1.12.2=&gt;Edit:I sem nizko na karma in potrebujem kot 1 millon te stvari B-) Blevis Hiii Im
pozno LOL XD Zakaj berete to Še vedno tukaj LOL #NOLIFE Polarish V nadaljevanju trenda izsiljevanja avtomatskih klepet modov za lene ljudi, sem izšel samostojni avtogg zdaj. Precej samo razlaga, kaj počne, ampak če res ne veste, bo rekel GG na koncu iger za kmetijo karme in se pretvarjati, da ste prijazna oseba.
Ukazi: /autogg - ga vklopi in izklopi. Zelo Know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any administrator wants me to disable it, I download &lt;/3&gt; &lt;/3&gt; from an external
source, so I can remotely disable it. UPDATE: The problem of sending GG twice has been fixed, along with new other features such as /autogg delay. you can read more on the download link. Download: when someone wins the game automatically let it write L! Loser EZ gg not really XDD... and if you lose that it says
Hax AlwaysBeShine I hope to support all kinds of languages in hypixel, but now only supports the English language. dragclicc Can you update for the new Bridge game? Johz Reunist TomatoNox The follow-up trend of blackmailing automatic chat modes for lazy people, I released a standalone autogg now. Pretty much
just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed
@Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable it. UPDATE: The problem of sending GG twice has been fixed, along with new other features such as /autogg delay. you can read
more on the download link. Download: is a safe DuckLegenx Love Car GG mod thx! Oitsume So whether you need to download it in order to use it or just do this command. I'm a little confused, please support me ty srge How do you make an Auto Chat Mod?? OnlySuper Page 14 IT not gg in bridge MCLimit In the follow-
up trend of flashing automatic chat modes for lazy people, I released a standalone avtogg now. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know.
Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable it. UPDATE: The problem
of sending GG twice has been fixed, along with new other features such as /autogg delay. you can read more on the download link. Download: would probably just use this cuz im too lazy to respond my geegees are originally typed manually. I'm proud of what I've done. JH159753 Can you add a feature that switches
between gg and a good game so as not to block my message? CyberSecure Just downloaded, it seems like a big mod! Thanks for creating and I like your Heythereimann videos chat chat auto chat For lazy people, I'm about to release a self-standing autogg. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really
don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll
just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable it. UPDATE: The problem of sending GG twice has been fixed, along with new other features such as /autogg delay. you can read more on the download link. Download: Uhh so I
downloaded it for 1.8.9 but does not work after any of the bedwars I play? And I switched it back and forth on several times and set the delay to all secs 0-5, but it still won't work. Help? ChristianDiscord Now I can brag to all my friends. Thanks, Randy! In the follow-up trend of flashing automatic chat modes for lazy
people, I've released a standalone autogg now. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's
allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable it. UPDATE: The problem of sending GG twice has been fixed, along
with new other features such as /autogg delay. you can read more on the download link. Download: Can this work for all new games like Bridges, and Sumo mode in duelih? oParsha Is there a way to make the mod do more komads at the end? Like: /achat gg /hub /hub Do /achat gg /achat gf Maybe delayed between a
few controls? @2Pi Cyclic Cyclic Cyclic Ing ing the trend of designing automatic chat modes for lazy people, I released a standalone autogg now. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands:
/autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an external source
so that I can remotely disable it. UPDATE: The GG sending problem was resolved twice, with new other features such as /autogg delay. you can learn more on the download link. Download: YES AMAZING MOD WE NEED AUTO L MOD NOWWW PyricDemon In continuing the trend of releasing automatic chat mods for
lazy people, I'm releasing a standalone autogg now. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's
allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable it. UPDATE: The problem of sending GG twice has been fixed, along
with new other features such as /autogg delay. you can read more on the download link. Download: Hello I used this mod on 1.8.0 on bedwars and it does not work I turned it off and several times and I also set a delay of 1-4 seconds and it will not work regardless, how i set the delay St3pbro Halo Yes is this mod on
1.8.0 on bedwars i it does not work yes turn it off i on multiple i yes the same so place the zassas from 1-4 seconds i do not like ma how do I put the zasing I have the same problem the same. Ive set the delay to 1-5, turn off and on autogg, but it doesn't work oooofed Below trend of flashing automatic chat modes for lazy
people, I leave a standalone autogg now. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but
apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable it. UPDATE: The problem of sending GG twice has been fixed, along with new
other features such as /autogg delay. you can read more on the download link. Download: I have a problem for a while with autogg mod, its not typing GG in the chat, and his switch I would really appreciate if someone could help solve my problem. Straaange The continuation of the trend of omixing automatic chat
modes for lazy people, I'm dropping a standalone autogg now. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm 50% sure
it's allowed, but plancke told @Sk1er was And he's got that in his public fashion, so I'm going to assume he's okay. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable it. UPDATE: The problem of sending GG twice has been fixed, along with new other
features such as /autogg delay. you can read more on the download link. Download: lol that works but for me not idk why Tibbarp Angusz I can not download Hyit Page 15 Yoqv JustHoop I like it! I'm putting up with this right now! Akibeau gold3ndragon922 Hyit TopCtrl ChillyStevePlus Old thread us old woah good job
Hypixel Blevis Reunist @tom396 close this thread please now Qayzi VenonCow Staven79 In continuing trend of releasing automatic chat mods for lazy people, I'm releasing a standalone autogg now. Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma
and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I
download the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable it. UPDATE: The problem of sending GG twice has been fixed, along with new other features such as /autogg delay. you can read more on the download link. Download: Noice Page 16 Steve_the_noob1 It does not work. Maybe it's
because I'm late. nvm it's working now Last edited: May 27, 2019 Icqda thank you very much Piz2a Perfect mod, But one missing, this mod does not support other languages i think adding Other languages to chat conditions is more good. The Japanese, the Koreans, etc. (gist.githubusercontent.com) Last edited: Jan 14,
2019 Pretty much just explaining what he's doing, but if you really don't know, he'll say GG at the end of games to farm karma and pretend you're a nice person. Commands: /autogg - turns it on and off. Very complicated, I know. Video for ad revenue: I'm like 50% sure it's allowed, but apparently Plancke told @Sk1er he
was allowed @Sk1er he has it @Sk1er his public fashion, so I'll just assume it's ok. If any admins want me to disable it, I download the chat triggers from an external source so that I can remotely disable it. UPDATE: The problem of sending GG twice has been fixed, along with new other features such as /autogg delay.
you can read more on the download link. Download: #Bannable SnowfoxYT Hi, does not work for Zombies. Piz2a Victorem Is there a mac download for this mod? Hi I play minecraft on ios ios and I wanted this mod really bad but I could not find the download for ios or is there one tho? 2Pi Is there a mac download for
this mod? Hi I play minecraft on ios device and I wanted this mod really bad but I could not find the download for ios is there one tho? i think that modi at all are not possible on the mobile right xHzEndeavor does not work for me in bedwars and skywars Ouz_ at the end of bedwars or skywars game its not gging for me I
do not have any kind or something? Angusz, did you make this possible? Watch the YouTube video on this, It helps a lot. Bezvard I really don't care if it's considered old, but I can't download any of your mods cause for the ad blocker thing I disabled my ad blocker, I tried it on chrome, Microsoft edge, internet explorer,
opera, Firefox and stupid ad blocker restriction pops up and I can't download mods. Raop_3 So I just got WatchDog banned for a month due to the use of non-moist modifications. I only used optifine and AutoGG. Therefore, you should consider not using this fashion. I tried to appeal the ban. I even even made a
YouTube video showing my .minecraft folder. They denied it. 2Pi So, I just got WatchDog banned for a month due to the use of non-vain modifications. I only used optifine and AutoGG. Therefore, you should consider not using this fashion. I tried to appeal the ban. I even even made a YouTube video showing my
.minecraft folder. They denied it. View attachment 1314986View of attachment 1314989 AutoGG is basically allowed, administrators have even made a command that interacts with the mod. Don't think you've been banned for that fashion. flammgo BigManDIO leave seriously HOW CAN YOU PLAY IN 1.11 Page 17
MonsterSquid I have a Mac so basically means that I can not get badlion, so this is a complete thanks FireFlare smh turn off my adblocker and popup still comes up for me to disable it retroGainer How to use it with WinRAR? Specifiy When will 1.15 come, if ever Saamson is there a way to make this custom? because I
once came up against someone that the other end of the game instead of saying GG, said GoOd FiGhT mY GuY, thanks Revxrsal is there a way to make it custom? because I once came up against someone who ended the second game instead of saying GG, he said GoOd FiGhT mY GuY, thanks Check AutoMessage
mod in my signature dudeintrude Can I please have the source code? Decompile this is a nightmare 2Pi Can I please have the source code? Decommissioning this is a nightmare, it shouldn't be a nightmare. I never released the source code because I didn't want people to change the source to say any message after
the end of the game, but it seems that's how it happened. It will likely be updated at 1.15am and release the source later. This has been said, use and Luyten (assuming that those still working are not with them for a long time) and should not be difficult to break down. Dude, you shouldn't be. Be. Nightmare. I never
released the source code because I didn't want people to change the source to say any message after the end of the game, but it seems that's how it happened. It will likely be updated at 1.15am and release the source later. That said, use and Luyten (assuming that those still working aren't messing with them for a long
time) and shouldn't be hard to break down. Thanks for the connection, I hope this will work better than my other strategies. Don't worry my goal is just as lazy as yours, trying to get my bedwars speedrun timer to stop automatically when I win the game so I don't have to click to stop myself. mail_set DadosHaveHacks
Awesome mod! 10/10 sloth xD RamoRamen xMdb PSA: AutoGG 3.0 was released on Sk1ers channel Saamson yes, I got this and autoMSG so when the game ends it writes gg, good fight, and something else xD xD
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